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Many papers, in which the submerged arc discharge (SAD) method in nanoparticle synthesis was used, reported similar operating
parameters, but different electrode erosion rate values, different yields and purities of the obtained nanostructures, and a different
sort of contaminants present in the synthesis. Analyzing these articles, we found insufficient attention to ensure the arc power
stability, which is a key factor guaranteeing the product homogeneity and quality. This paper presents an analysis of different
control strategies, remarks their advantages and drawbacks, and proposes the most appropriate technique to be used in SAD.
The most appropriate technique is proposed from the SAD stabilization method analysis.

1. Introduction

Carbon nanostructures (CNSs) have a remarkable use in
nanoscience because of their exceptional thermal, electrical,
chemical, and mechanical properties. CNSs that have been
manufactured keeping under control the structure in nano-
meter scale and the binding nature of carbon atoms can lead
to highly functional advanced performances, which are hard
to achieve using conventional carbons [1, 2]. These CNSs
have found application in areas as diverse as composite
materials, energy storage and conversion, sensors, drug
delivery, catalyst support, paints, nanoelectronics, and gas
storage, among others [3]. However, one of the issues that
still need to be improved in CNS synthesis is the necessity
to obtain high yields through simple synthesis processes.

Among the methods used to produce CNSs like fullerenes
and nanotubes, those based on carbon sublimation at ele-
vated temperatures (laser ablation and arc discharge),
followed by reaggregation in the solid state at cooler regions,
play a significant role.

Intending to scale up the continuous production of
CNSs, the arc-discharge method in gases was adapted to liq-
uid environments, consequently avoiding the utilization of
vacuum systems and inert atmospheres. Submerged arc dis-
charge (SAD) is one of the most employed techniques for
synthesizing several types of CNSs [4–10]. Figure 1 shows
the main carbon nanostructures and contaminants pro-
duced by SAD, namely, multiwall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT), single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT), car-
bon nanoonions (CNO), carbon nanohorns (CNH), carbon
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quantum dots (CQD), oxidized graphene sheets, large poly-
hedral particles (LPP), amorphous carbon, and graphite
particles.

Although this technique is straightforward and uses
standard equipment, several factors make it difficult to con-
trol the arc power stability, which is something that is more
difficult to achieve in liquid than in gas [11]. This stability is
essential to guarantee the product homogeneity and quality.
The gas bubbles created within the liquid act as reactor
chambers [12] allowing the fast quenching of carbon vapors;
hence, it is the bubble’s volume that defines the size of the
synthesized nanoparticles. However, this volume depends
on the electric arc power [13, 14]. Consequently, a fluctuat-
ing arc power increases the nanoparticle size dispersion and
modifies their structures. However, while many papers have
not considered this, others have reported the use of different
stabilization strategies (Figure 2).

Analyzing the most cited papers, we identified three
main groups: (a) without stabilization, (b) manual stabiliza-
tion, and (c) automatic stabilization (Figure 3).

In the first group, the arc is ignited by putting the elec-
trodes in physical contact. Subsequently, the electrodes are
separated again and kept in a fixed position until the arc is
turned off as a result of the electrode wear. However, because
there is no rectification of the electrode gap or the arc cur-
rent, the arc power is not constant and gradually changes
as the electrode is being eroded. Furthermore, the synthesis
times are less than 2min [15–19].

In the second group, an operator tries to maintain a con-
stant electrode gap or a constant arc current value by employ-
ing manual control [13, 20, 21]. In Figure 3, 77% of the works
did not employ any automatic stabilization procedure.

In the last group, process control through a feedback sig-
nal is applied. A characteristic physical magnitude of the
process (e.g., arc current, arc voltage, and emitted radiation)

is used as a feedback signal. While the emitted radiation
allows the implementation of a nongalvanic feedback, elec-
trical parameters are used to implement a galvanic one.
The synergy of these techniques is employed in some cases.

Aside from the three main groups, other arc stabilization
strategies (e.g., electrode rotation) for achieving a more uni-
form erosion or inclusion in the circuit of a ballast resistor
have also been reported. In [22], a better arc stabilization
was reported as a consequence of modifying the conductivity
of the liquid environment by adding salts.

Other works have claimed a better route for control and
stabilization using pulsed and AC arc techniques [23–25].
The present work focuses only on submerged DC arc
discharge.

Articles usually do not mention what specific type of
power supply was employed, reporting in many cases the
use of arc welding machines, which adds difficulty in exper-
iment replication.

The above discussion illustrates the complexity of the arc
discharge in liquids, the difficulties involved in achieving its
stability, and the importance of the latter in the quality of the
obtained CNSs.

Therefore, the insufficient attention given to ensure the
arc power stability in SAD and the different approaches to
do so could explain why existing articles, although reporting
similar operating parameters, show the following differences:
(a) the electrode erosion rate values are scarce and contra-
dictory, (b) no rigorous yield value has yet been reported,
and (c) the nanostructure purity degree and the contami-
nants sorts present in the synthesis radically vary. As far as
we know, a comparative analysis of the different approaches
in stabilization strategies has not yet been performed.

The abovementioned shortages point out the pertinence
of performing an analysis of the stabilization methods used
in synthesizing CNSs by SAD. In this study, such an analysis
is conducted based on the experiments performed by the
authors and by examining other pertinent papers involving
optoelectronic, acoustic, voltage, current, and ballast resis-
tance methods. An analysis of different control strategies is
presented herein, showing their advantages and drawbacks.
The most appropriate method to be used in SAD is then pro-
posed. This study will focus only on SAD using direct cur-
rent. The set-up mechanical design influence will not be
considered.
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Figure 1: Main carbon nanostructures and contaminants produced
by SAD.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the submerged arc discharge circuit, control
strategies, and feedback signals.
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The first section presents published articles that report
similar operating parameters, but contradictory results.
The second section describes the main SAD instability
sources. The third section explains the fundamentals of the
reported stabilization methods in the SAD. The fourth sec-
tion discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the
SAD stabilization methods. Lastly, the last section draws
the conclusions.

2. Instability Sources in the Submerged
Arc Discharge

In an electric arc discharge, several factors disturb the arc cur-
rent and the power stability. While some of them are common
for both gaseous and submerged discharges, the liquid envi-
ronment provides additional difficulties for others (Figure 4).

The key differences between SAD and conventional arc
discharge in gases are the gaseous components surrounding
the arc spot and the quenching rate of the evaporated carbon
vapor [13]. In SAD, once the electric arc starts, a gaseous envi-
ronment in the form of a bubble is created around the arc. The
typically reported pressure inside the bubble goes from
0.5 atm. to 1 atm.; hence, the arc is classified as a high-
pressure arc. Among arcs of this sort, including those in open
air, those at atmospheric pressure are especially frequent. The
bubble’s gas–liquid interface acts as a container wall. If the liq-
uid is water, the bubbles are basically composed of carbon
vapor, water vapor, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide [26].

2.1. Lower Cathode Temperatures and Strong Bubbling. The
current density at the cathode is governed by Richardson’s
law [27]; thus, it has a strong dependence on the cathode
temperature. In SAD, the cathode is surrounded by liquid;
therefore, it experiences much more intense cooling than
in gas discharges. In contrast, in the vicinity of the arc, the
temperature gradient is very high, and a strong bubbling is
caused by the gas generated in the chemical reactions and
liquid evaporation. This bubbling produces an additional
temperature fluctuation in the cathode. Furthermore, the
rapid temperature variation influences the recombination
of the ionic species present in the discharge channel leading
to conductivity oscillation.

2.2. Electrode Heterogeneity. As a rule, the electrodes are
assumed to have a negligible degree of heterogeneity. How-
ever, they always entail a degree of intrinsic heterogeneity
because they are manufactured by sintering fine grains of
graphite. Therefore, different values of flexural strength
and thermal and electrical conductivities, among other
parameters, can be observed in different electrode zones
[28]. This factor is one of the causes that make the SAD
technique unfree of contaminants [29].

2.3. Vibrations. Another important fact is that the anode and
its holder undergo vibrations. These vibrations and the high
temperatures on the anode surface cause the detachment of
graphite particles [30], which increases the contaminant
by-products. When entering the discharge channel, these
particles cool the gas, increase the ion–electron recombina-
tion, and alter the channel resistivity [31]. Next, when evap-
orating, they increase the number of charge carriers and
decrease the interelectrode potential. Consequently, the arc
current oscillations are related with the vibrations of the
anode and its holder.

2.4. Power Supply. As in any other electric circuit, the power
supply should satisfy the demanded current at the given
voltage. A power supply with insufficient filtering and stabi-
lization technique makes the arc power fluctuate. Although
many papers have used welding machines as power supplies,
these machines are not power supplies. They work under
different working principles. In many cases, they are unreg-
ulated sources. Sometimes, how their control systems work
is unknown. These facts compromise the total control and
repeatability of experiments; hence, the synthesis results
can vary depending on the machine used. Furthermore, the
power supply’s output impedance should be considered
when planning the appropriate working parameters. This
will be discussed later.

3. Submerged Arc Discharge
Stabilization Methods

As exposed before, different strategies have been used to sta-
bilize the arc discharge or to achieve a sufficiently stable arc
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Figure 3: Three main groups of the SAD experiments.
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for performing experiments. This section will be devoted to
explaining the fundamentals of the reported stabilization
methods in SAD.

3.1. Electrolytes. Using electrolytes to improve stability
through conductivity increment has been accompanied
by other purposes. They have been used to obtain more
ordered or decorated nanostructures and increase the liq-
uid’s cooling capacity. The synthesis of SWCNTs and
MWCNTs through arc-discharge in the H3VO4 aqueous
solution was reported in [20] based on the vanadium com-
pound solution properties of stimulating the formation of
more ordered CNSs. CNTs filled with metallic cobalt and
elemental sulfur were obtained in the CoSO4 solution
[26]. A simple and one-step SAD synthesis route for pro-
ducing palladium-decorated MWCNTs was presented in
[32]. Under different thermal conditions, CNTs were pro-
duced by SAD in the LiCl solution [33]. The impact of the
solution temperature on the nanoproduct structures was
also discussed. In [22], a NaCl solution was used to attain
a better cooling ability of the liquid and increase its elec-
trical conductivity.

3.2. Electrode Rotation. The plasma-rotating electrode pro-
cess (PREP) has been used in different gas atmospheres
(i.e., air, N2, H2, He, and Ar), pressures (i.e., 40–700Torr),
rotation speeds (i.e., 0–10,000 rpm), and current ranges
(i.e., 40–200 A) to synthesize SWCNH, SWCNTs,
MWCNTs, and highly convoluted graphene sheets
[34–43]. The authors claim two improvements: (1) the rotat-
ing anode spreads the microdischarges between the elec-
trodes more uniformly, thereby stabilizing the plasma,
more homogeneously eroding the anode, and increasing

the continuous operation time; and (2) a centrifugal tur-
bulence engendered by the fast electrode rotation induces
the vaporized material to shift away and build up on the
chamber’s walls or collectors rather than be restricted to the
cathode surface. The PREP in deionized water was reported
in [4]. It was used for the selective synthesis of turbostratic
polyhedral CNOs. The best-operating conditions were
reported at 30A, 12V, and 20 rpm rotation speed. An approx-
imately 3mm-diameter cylindrical black hard accretion that is
weakly fixed to the cathode surface was created and removed
by applying a weak lateral force. This material is enriched in
CNOs and must be processed in a laborious way for its
extraction.

3.3. Electrodes at Constant Speed. In some studies, electrodes
were forced to approach each other at a constant speed to try
to stabilize the discharge [34, 44]. Based on automatic weld-
ing machines that move the electrode at a constant speed to
obtain a uniform welding cord, and supposing that such
movement could lead to a constant arc power or gap
between electrodes, a constant speed control algorithm was
tested in [45]. For better stability, this method was combined
with electrode rotation [34].

3.4. SAD without any Control Technique. As mentioned
before, the majority of the reported works on SAD did
not use any stabilization technique. To evaluate the type
of SAD, an experiment was performed using the installa-
tion described in [45]. The anode movement was, how-
ever, stopped once the discharge was initiated. As the
anode wore out, the gap between the electrodes increased,
and the arc power changed until the discharge was extin-
guished. The experiment was repeated for five times at
30A arc current. Figure 5 presents the arc power behavior
as a function of time of one of the runs. The moment, at
which the anode movement was stopped, was used as the
starting time. The extinction time is the interval from 0 to
τ (τ is the moment at which the transition from a hissing
arc to a silent arc occurs). The silent arc regime is the
time interval τ – τo. The CNSs were not synthesized in
the silent arc. A mean arc extinction time τ of 6:35 ±
1:72 s and an energy consumption E of 3800 ± 1096 J,
which was a relatively large dispersion (~30%), were calcu-
lated. In the 0 to τ time interval, the power oscillations ð
Pmax − PminÞ/Pmin reached a maximum of 38%, indicating
a big instability. The τ value depends on the electrical
parameters of the system and the used electrodes. For
example, in [15], with an initial power of 1500W and
anode and cathode diameters of 7mm and 20mm, respec-
tively, the discharge was maintained for 97 s.

3.5. SAD with Manual Control. The gap was manually con-
trolled in a considerable number of published articles. The
control was based on the appreciation of the emitted arc
light intensity or the measuring device indications.

3.6. Automatic Control (Galvanic and Nongalvanic Feedback
Stabilization Methods). When implementing a closed-loop
automatic control system, a physical variable that charac-
terizes the process must be monitored. The arc-emitted
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Figure 4: Main instability sources in the submerged arc discharge.
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light and sound, arc current, and voltage are some of the
variables sensed in experiments. Depending on the vari-
able type, galvanic isolation may or may not exist between
the control system and the process to be controlled. The
optoelectronic and acoustic approaches are among the
possible nongalvanic feedback stabilization methods. Both
are well shielded against electromagnetic fields, and the
detected signals are directly related to the arc. On the con-
trary, electrical parameters like arc current or voltage have
been used to implement galvanic feedback control.

3.6.1. Optical Control. Arc discharge optical emission has
been used to determine the carbon dimmers precursor con-
centrations and the different arc zone temperatures [31, 41,
43–48]. However, it has been almost exclusively employed
in controlling the arc discharges in gases and mainly in ful-
lerene synthesis [49]. A SAD stability control based on light
emission has been scantily reported. Accordingly, [50, 51]
described the temporal relationship in SAD among the arc
light, voltage, and current. The arc light was also analyzed
through optical emission spectroscopy. In addition, some
papers reported the optoelectronic control of the arc dis-
charge [11, 32, 52].

The optoelectronic control should satisfy basic require-
ments. The arc light emission Φ must be isotropically
radiated from the gap in a plane Z perpendicular to the
electrode axis X (Figure 6(a)). Given the small gap size,
using a plane not perpendicular to the x-axis can lead to
the electrodes hindering light passage. Therefore, for the
solid angle Ω (gap–detector surface), parameter α (degree
of isotropy of the light emission by the arc) should be
constant for each given value of θ (1), where θ is the rota-
tion angle to the x-axis. The optical emission must be cor-
related with the arc discharge current (Γ = const, (2)). The
transmittance Τ during the synthesis must be constant (3).
Moreover, the possibility of optically controlling the arc
power through a certain dedicated spectrum line is desir-
able.

α = Φ θð Þ
Ð 2π
0 Φ θð Þdθ

= const:

Γ = I tð Þ
Ð 2π
0 Φ θ, tð Þdθ

= const:

T = const:

ð1Þ

The fulfilment of these four requirements in a water
SAD was evaluated in [53], identifying several limitations
of optoelectronic control. A Teflon ring, which was coaxi-
ally positioned with the electrodes and holding eight radial
fixed and uniformly distributed optical fibers, was placed
around the arc zone (Figure 6(b)). The eight fibers were
coupled to a single wide-area photodiode (P1). An addi-
tional optical fiber coupled to a second photodiode (P2),
but similar to P1, was positioned in the bottom part of
the ring between two of the previously mentioned fibers.
The α, Γ, and Τ correlations were determined using the
described setup.

3.6.2. Acoustic Control. The arc sound is produced by the
intense vaporization of the anode material in speedily mov-
ing anode spots, where the current density is elevated [54].
The arc sound has been studied as a signal for the online
estimation and monitoring of gas–metal arc welding
[55–57]. Specialized welders have come into a consensus
that the arc sound is essential to their capability to control
the process [58]. Note that the current in gas–metal arc
welding is an order superior to a typical current arc dis-
charge in liquid for CNS synthesis. A method based on the
sound level was suggested to gauge the arc voltage when
the standard procedure (i.e., leads connected to the arc elec-
trodes) was not viable [59]. This led to the question of
whether or not sound could be used as a parameter to effec-
tively achieve a closed-loop control in SAD. However, to the
best of our knowledge, any intent of this type has not yet
been reported for SAD.

3.6.3. Stabilization Using a Ballast Resistor. In the case of
using electrical parameters like arc current or voltage to con-
trol the arc discharge, their voltage–current characteristic
(U–I characteristic) should be thoroughly considered. To
guarantee a stable arc, the total resistance of the circuit must
be positive. Therefore, the external resistance should be big-
ger than the absolute value of the negative resistance of the
discharge [60].

The arc discharge U–I characteristic using graphite elec-
trodes in air is described as follows:

U = a + bs + c + sd
I

for I < Icri silent arcð Þ, ð2Þ

U ≈ const:for I > Icri hissing arcð Þ, ð3Þ
where a, b, c, and k are constants; s is the gap between the
electrodes; and d is the anode diameter.

The current in the silent arc interval seems to diverge
when I < Icri (4); however, it is limited by the load line
(Figure 7). The arc voltage drops to a lower level at a certain
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critical arc current (Icri). The U–I curve becomes virtually
horizontal, and a typical hissing noise is perceived. In
Figure 7, Icri corresponds to the current in point A.

To the best of our knowledge, the U–I characteristic in a
liquid media has not yet been reported. However, it is
expected that in SAD, for I > Icri, the U–I characteristic can
also be described by equation (3). Such an analogy is logical
because in both media, the charge carriers transport through
a highly ionized gas channel. The power supply voltage (E)
and the maximum circuit current (E/Rb) define the load line
through which the arc U–I characteristic will move. Accord-
ing to [60], the point where the U–I curve intercepts the load
line is the point of arc stability B (Figure 7). Thus, the inclu-

sion of a ballast resistor in the circuit helps obtain a stable
arc and calculate and set a desirable U–I pair or arc power.
This is a very common technique used in arc discharge in
gases, which can also be applied to SAD.

As shown in Figure 7, the internal arc resistance Ri =
ðdU/dIÞi is negative in any point i of the arc U–I curve.
The discharge is stable only if the total circuit resistance is
positive (RLL + Ri > 0, where RLL is the load line tangent).
Therefore, a suitable resistance R placed in series with the
electrodes is a simple technique of guaranteeing the arc sta-
bility (RLL + Ri + R > 0). Ref. [45] reported that the use of a
ballast resistor (0:7Ω/4:2 kW) improves the current and
the power stability by 4 and 2.7 times, respectively.

3.6.4. Voltage Control. In some works, the arc voltage has
been used as a feedback parameter for the SAD stability con-
trol [6, 61]. In [6], an arc voltage difference of ±5V was kept
by utilizing the appropriate resistance, such that beyond it,
the motor moves in the opposite direction to preserve a nar-
row arc gap during the synthesis. In the CNT synthesis pro-
cess in [61], the forward advance of the anode electrode was
controlled by voltage with 0.1V accuracy.

3.6.5. Current Control. The arc current is the most consid-
ered electrical parameter in works on SAD, and many papers
have used its value to classify the nanoparticle synthesis. The
arc current has also been used as a feedback signal in SAD
system stabilization [44, 62–65]. The U–I characteristic is
almost parallel to the arc current axis; thus, it is easier to
quantify the arc current than the arc voltage. In some works,
the power supplies can set up the desired arc current. In
others, the arc current was maintained by looking at a mea-
suring instrument and correspondingly acting over the elec-
trode gap. However, automatic systems must sense the arc
current through a transducer, and the simplest of them all
is a shunt resistor. It is a direct, cost-effective, and simple
solution extensively used in power electronics and with rea-
sonable accuracy. Shunt resistors are usually placed either
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between the supply voltage and the load (high side) or
between the load and the ground (low side). The voltage
drop across the shunt is directly proportional to the arc cur-
rent flow.

4. Merits and Disadvantages of the
Stabilization Methods

The arc stability is harder to control in liquid than in gas.
Section 2 describes the main sources of instability in SAD,
while Section 3 presents the main stabilization methods
described in the literature. Henceforward, the advantages
and the disadvantages of the stabilization methods of the
arc discharge will be discussed.

Using electrolytes to stabilize the SAD increases oxygen
production via electrolysis, consequently intensifying the
carbon loss in CO emission and forming the chemical bonds
between nanostructures [62]. This could be the reason why
in [22], the precipitate fraction increased. The CNO,
MWCNT, and graphite particles may be welded together
by ether bridges (Figure 8). Furthermore, when obtaining
pure CNSs, the purification process is more difficult because
the salt and the additionally synthesized decorated nanopar-
ticles must be eliminated. Although the arc was described as
stable, no numerical data or comparison among syntheses
on distilled water and electrolytes have been provided to
support this statement. In contrast, part of the energy
needed for the electric arc goes to the electrolytic process.

The authors that used the PREP method claimed that it
leads to a better discharge stability; however, none of them
have reported the current or power dispersion values. In
[4], the synthesized material must be recovered from the
cathode surface; therefore, a continuous production cannot
be implemented. Neither the erosion rate of the electrodes

nor the rigorous data on the nanostructure yield have been
reported in these works. This method produces a large ther-
mal stress in the anode tip caused by the large, fast, and peri-
odic variation of the temperature. The thermal stress
detaches graphite microparticles from the anode and is more
prominent for the electrodes of big grains. In these works,
the anode erosion rate was very high. Still assuming that
the whole energy was wasted away in graphite evaporation,
the evaporated mass represented a small fraction of the
eroded anode mass. The yield values when the purification
of the obtained material was completed were not reported.
Therefore, the large anode erosion was probably caused by
the crumbled graphite microparticles.

Given the intrinsic heterogeneity of the electrode mate-
rial and the power oscillations, moving at a constant speed,
the electrodes lead neither to their uniform erosion rate
nor to a constant gap between them. Applying the method,
the arc current gradually increases or decreases, leading in
both cases to the discharge extinction (turned off or being
short circuit). In this way, the discharges are neither
achieved for prolonged periods nor stabilized [44].

In experiments without a control system or with fixed
electrodes, the arc ignition procedure must be repeated sev-
eral times if long synthesis times are desired. This increases
the electrode erosion and the contaminants created at the
moment the arc starts. Reaching a maximum of 38% in the
power oscillations within the τ interval, the large dispersion
(~30%) in both synthesis time and power values indicates
that without stabilization, there is no reproducibility in the
power values and topology of the electric and temperature
fields. This variation of the synthesis conditions leads to a
great diversity of the shapes and dimensions of the obtained
nanostructures. The τ value depends on the electrical
parameters of the system and the electrodes used.

CNO

CNO
CNO

MWCNT MWCNT

MWCNT

MWCNT

Graphite Graphite

(a)

500 nm

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Some of the possible aggregates formed in the precipitated products by ether bridges. (b) SEM image of the precipitated
products, in which different nanoparticle cluster types are observed.
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Manual control is not feasible because the variation time
of the arc power is usually smaller than the reaction time
(RT) of people. RT is the time interval between the presenta-
tion of a stimulus and the initiation of a muscular response
to that stimulus. In humans, the average RT to a visual stim-
ulus is 0.25 s. Numerous factors affect the RT, which can
comprise those related to factors dependent on the subject
and those related to the stimulus in addition to those corre-
sponding to the afferent system of the perception processing
and response system. Among the first ones are physical state,
warming, fatigue, and motivation. The other characteristics
include age, gender, and substances administered (e.g., caf-
feine or drugs) [66]. Therefore, synthesis products with this
type of “control” have a large dispersion in their morphology
and dimensions.

The anisotropy of the emitted arc light, which is caused
by the small gap between the electrodes, irregular erosion
or depositions on the latter, light refraction and scattering
in the bubbles, and strong liquid convection, makes it diffi-
cult to measure the light emission from a single observation
point. Consequently, the optical emission in SAD does not
correlate with the arc current.

Ref. [53] revealed that α does not obey a flat behavior
because it may be awaited for isotropic emission. In the
30–50A current range, the electrode gap is small (~0.7–
1mm), and the anode spot rapidly moves all over the anode
front end surface as it wears out (Figure 9(a)). The anode
wear is irregular, and the electrode gap is very narrow;
hence, the arc light is not always visible neither with the
same intensity from a single observation point. This is due
to the refraction and scattering of light in the bubbles and
the strong fluid convection. For cryogenic liquids, this con-
stitutes a much more serious limitation than when using
water because the bubbling is more intense. Meanwhile, for
arc current densities bigger than 106A·cm−2, a trumpet-

shaped deposition on the cathode front surface modifies
the gap geometry (Figure 9(b)). The number of dispersed
CNSs in the liquid gradually increases during the synthesis;
thus, the transmittance of the liquid media progressively
decreases, adding one more difficulty to the optical regula-
tion of the arc. This disadvantage can be overcome by
continuously filtering the liquid [52, 67]. However, in the
case of the CNS synthesis, numerous products are formed.
The filtration leads to product mixing, which results in a
loss of the benefit of their natural separation, as would
be the case of the separation of the floating hydrophobic
products from those who precipitate. The optical radiation
emitted by the arc undergoes intense absorption by the
surrounding liquid media, and its emission spectrum dis-
plays a continuous shape due to the elevated temperature
at the electrode gap. Unfortunately, a certain dedicated
spectrum line that could be useful for the optical control
was not found.

Several physical–chemical sound-generating processes
occur during the SAD synthesis. Although acoustic emission
is a valuable information source on the SAD processes that
can be used to optimize the design of facilities, the applica-
tion of the acoustic control method entails great difficulties
because it is highly complex. So far, no acoustic method
has been reported to control the SAD stability.

In suspensions, the sound is attenuated by the intrinsic
absorption in the materials comprising the system and the
viscous and thermal transport processes occurring at the
interface of the inhomogeneities [68]. On the contrary, the
presence of bubbles in a liquid suspension causes an increase
in the effective bulk viscosity of the composite material
directly proportional to the shear viscosity of the condensed
phase. When using water and graphite electrodes, a suspen-
sion of the carbon particles of a wide range of sizes appears
during the synthesis, and their concentration gradually

2 mm

(a)

Cathode Horn

Anode

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Anode tip surface after synthesis at 30A. The highlighted areas show the wear zones produced by the errant incidence of the
electric arc. (b) Trumpet-shaped deposition at the front of the cathode produced at high current.
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increases. Thus, the sound absorption varies with time and
affects the measuring accuracy. An intense bubbling con-
taining a mixture of gases like H2O vapor, which is predom-
inant, CO, and H2 is created. A gas bubble is well known to
disperse and absorb sound. These effects are very close to the
resonant frequency of the bubble, which is the frequency at
which the gas stiffness in the bubble is tuned by the mass
reactance of the liquid around the bubble. Therefore, the liq-
uid containing the gas bubbles is a dispersive medium [69].
Once SAD is started, a large part of the processes that gener-
ate sound emission occurs in a gaseous environment. The
sound speed and the density in gases are lower than those
in liquids, which induces a very strong acoustic impedance
contrast at a gas–liquid interface. The sound transmission
is usually very weak across a boundary with a strong imped-
ance difference. Bearing in mind the acoustic field caused by
a source in liquid or gas, the gas–liquid interface is com-
monly replaced by a perfectly reflecting boundary [70, 71].
Ref. [29] reported on the relation between arc sound and
other physical–chemical processes in SAD. The authors
simultaneously recorded the arc current, voltage, and sound
plus the anode displacement in a correlated manner. Several
sound sources, such as background noise, bubbling, chemi-
cal reactions, mechanical vibrations, and carbon vapor jets,
were identified. SAD was performed as an alternation of sta-
ble and unstable intervals. Likewise, in the case of optical
control, no specific sound frequency was identified useful
in controlling the arc discharge.

In the galvanic feedback control, any resistor present in
the circuit will influence the load line slope and the point
of arc stability. This is the case in electrode resistance, whose
value not only is sometimes the same order of the ballast
resistor but also varies during the synthesis. As the electrode
is being eroded, its length decreases along with its resistance.
Consequently, the load line slope changes. In contrast, a
power supply has an output impedance that is usually not

taken into account. SAD is a short circuit; thus, this resis-
tance has a strong influence in the final electrical setup. Even
when a ballast resistor is not ex professo included in the cir-
cuit, the sum of the power supply’s output resistance and the
electrode resistance acts instead of it. Finally, a shunt resistor
is sometimes included in the circuit to gauge the arc current.
Although its value is usually very small, the sum of all of the
resistors present in the circuit should be considered as the
total ballast resistor [44].

The studies, in which the voltage was used to control the
discharge, did not provide information on the power supply
used. They also did not provide details on the developed feed-
back mechanism. The electrode gap should be kept constant,
and the arc U–I characteristic is almost perpendicular to the
voltage axis; hence, very small changes in the arc voltage
(ΔU) lead to big changes in the corresponding arc current or
power, and a higher accuracy in quantifying the arc voltage
in a very electrically noisy environment is demanded. With
regard to the small changes in the arc voltage, the big changes
in the corresponding arc current and power spread the particle
size dispersion. Furthermore, bigger changes in the arc voltage
will lead to a considerable variation in the arc gap.

Ref. [6] showed the great influence of the arc power on the
structural quality and size of the produced CNSs. The author
concluded that the increase in power is detrimental to the
CNS production. Amorphous carbon and graphite fragments
detached from the electrodes were observed only at high powers
(~2kW). This result can be explained if we consider that the
stability control by the voltage is ineffective (dU/dI ≈ 0). When
the power grows, the vibrations and the thermal stress also
increase. Consequently, the generation of such pollutants
grows.

In using the arc voltage as a feedback signal, a higher
accuracy in quantifying the arc voltage in a very electrically
noisy environment is demanded because the arc U–I charac-
teristic is almost perpendicular to the voltage axis, and, con-
sequently, very small changes in the arc voltage (ΔU) lead to
big changes in the corresponding arc current or power. This
requirement makes the signal conditioning and front-end
electronics more complex. With regard to the small changes
in the arc voltage, the big changes in the corresponding arc
current and power spread the particle size dispersion. Fur-
thermore, bigger changes in the arc voltage will lead to a
considerable variation in the arc gap.

To be used as a control parameter, the current should be
gauged appropriately. The use of shunt is a low-cost and sim-
ple solution with a reasonable accuracy. The U–I curve is
almost parallel to the arc current axis; hence, the best afford-
able electrical parameter to be quantified and used for dis-
charge control is the arc current instead of the arc voltage.
However, the relation among the arc current, arc power, elec-
trode gap, and ballast resistor should always be considered to
obtain the desired electrical conditions from the experiments.

As explained before, the point where the U–I character-
istic intercepts the load line is the point of arc stability. In
other words, for a given load line and a given gap between
the electrodes, the arc current, at which the electric arc
would be stable, is only one. However, it is very common
to see articles reporting synthesis at different arc currents
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Figure 10: Power and voltage dependences on the arc current at
different electrode gaps (g1 < g2 < g3).
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claiming that they have maintained the same gap. This is not
possible to achieve without changing the slope of the load
line. A different gap is used for every synthesis arc current.
Therefore, the resultant product is not only obtained at dif-
ferent electrical conditions but also at geometrical ones (i.e.,
the temperature and electric potential fields are different).
Keeping the same load line, the arc current will be inversely
proportional to the gap. Control systems usually use this
dependence to achieve a stable arc current. That is, the arc
current is controlled by varying the gap between the elec-
trodes, which is also affected by anode erosion or cathode
deposition. In the case of performing a synthesis at different
arc currents, the point of arc stability B is shifted to a new
position alongside the load line (Figure 10). As shown in
the figure, the bigger the arc current, the lower the arc
power. This is why after the electrodes are stopped, a raise
in the arc intensity is observed just before the arc turns off.
This behavior is also observed when a control method is
not used.

The current feedback is used to act over a microposition-
ing mechanism to regulate the gap (DC-servo or step
motors). However, these mechanisms are not fast enough
to quickly adjust the arc gap between the submerged elec-
trodes to compensate for the arc current fluctuations. There-
fore, the micropositioning mechanism must be
complemented with an electrical stabilization element.
Inserting a ballast resistor in the circuit helps obtain a stable
arc and set the desirable U–I pair or arc power. However, the
electrode resistance and the power supply output resistance
should be considered. Not considering these elements could
lead to trying to stabilize the arc at a current where it is not
appropriated and having a different arc power for the same
arc current. An electric stabilization element like a ballast
resistor significantly improves the current and the power
stability [45].

5. Conclusions

The arc power stability is a crucial factor to guarantee the
CNS homogeneity and quality. The election of an appropri-
ate stabilization method is an essential condition, but this is
not enough. The set-up mechanical design and suitable elec-
trodes should also be optimized.

Most of the published works did not employ stabilization
methods. In a large part of those that used stabilization sys-
tems, data that quantify or demonstrate the SAD stability
have not been reported. This circumstance explains the dif-
ferences in the electrode erosion rate values, yield, and purity
of the obtained nanostructures, and sorts of contaminants
present in the synthesis.

Methods based on manual control and the use of electro-
lytes, constant speed, and electrode rotation are not effective
and only generate a large amount of contaminants.

Optic and acoustic control methods are subject to seri-
ous limitations because they involve propagation in a turbu-
lent media that undergo rapid variations in its properties.
Radiations must cross the boundaries of environments with
different properties and experience various absorption
mechanisms. Furthermore, the liquid medium absorbs part

of the emitted radiation spectrum and changes its transmit-
tance during synthesis. Nevertheless, they can be used as a
tool to investigate some arc discharge properties.

In the hissing arc zone, in which the nanoparticles are
synthesized, the voltage remains approximately constant,
regardless of the current values. Hence, the arc control based
on voltage regulation is ineffective.

The SAD current control is the most suitable method for
ensuring the arc power stability. It is a simple and useful
method that should be complemented with a ballast resistor
because the micropositioning mechanisms are not quick
enough to adjust the arc gap to compensate for the arc
power fluctuations.
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